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Question: 1 
   
What should you configure to allow a search in the Catalog based on Attributes values? 
 
A. Favourites 
B. Guided Selling 
C. Search Filters 
D. Sequences 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 2 
   
Which tag will retrieve the Product Part Number within the same product configuration? 
 
A. <* ProductUPC *> 
B. <* ProductCode *> 
C. <* CatCode(...) *> 
D. <* ProductFamilyCode *> 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 3 
   
In a Configurable Product, there is a requirement to disallow some attributes if the value of attribute 
"Number of Users" is equal to or greater than 100, and less than 1000. How would you write this 
condition in a Product rule? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. [INR](<*Value(Number of Users)*>,100,999) 
B. [IN](<*Value(Number of Users)*>,100,1000) 
C. [OR]([GEQ](<*Value(Number of Users)*>,100),[LT](<*Value(Number of Users)*>,1000)) 
D. [AND]([GEQ](<*Value(Number of Users)*>,100),[LT](<*Value(Number of Users)*>,1000)) 
 

Answer: A,D     
 

Question: 4 
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When should you use dynamic approver? 
 
A. When you want end user to select approver for quote 
B. When the approval requestor is Out of office 
C. When approver can be changed after quote is submitted for approval 
D. When approver is obtained from formula evaluation at approval request 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 5 
   
What does Quote Reconfigure do in the standard use case? 
 
A. Enables end users to specify quote configurations to replace and performs the task. 
B. Reevaluates pricing expressions only based on latest updates in system Pricebooks. 
C. Reevaluates configuration models for all quote models and refreshes the quote content. 
D. Recalculates list price, discount, quantity and all pricing fields only. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 6 
   
What type of script can you apply to an Editable Field Group in Cart Field Administration? 
 
A. Custom Actions 
B. Product Event Scripts 
C. Custom Quote Calculations 
D. Global Scripts 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 7 
   
Which tag allows the use of any available element in formulas, product configuration, rules, approvals, 
document generation, etc,? 
 
A. List tag 
B. Table tag 
C. Quote tag 
D. CTX tag 
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Answer: D     
 

Question: 8 
   
What functionalities are primarily controlled in Workflow administration? Note: There are 3 correct 
answers to this question. 
 
A. Naming of quote Actions and Statuses 
B. Order of Actions on the Quote Page 
C. Triggering of PreActions, PostActions and Notifications 
D. Availability of quote Actions based on quote Status 
E. Changing of quote Status 
 

Answer: C,D,E     
 

Question: 9 
   
In the action of a rule, you wish to disallow the Value "120 Volt" which has a Value Code of "120" 
belonging to the attribute "Voltage". Which tag would perform this action? 
 
A. <*DisallowAttribute(Voltage:120)*> 
B. <*DisallowValues(Voltage:120)*> 
C. <*DisallowAttribute(Voltage:120 Volt)*> 
D. <*DisallowValues(120 Volt)*> 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 10 
   
What should you try if you are unable to develop code logic in pure Python? Note: There are 2 correct 
answers to this question. 
 
A. Expose a web service written in C# and just consume it from your Python. 
B. Include sections coded in another programming language, like C#. 
C. Search the .NET library to see if there is an interface you can use for the purpose. 
D. Check if CPQ Python interface offers a class that can do the job 
 

Answer:  A,D     
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